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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Welcome�My name is Michou BenoistTalk to you about the research I did among older people in a Dutch nursing homeIn the programme leaflet this talk is given the sign of a cloud - ‘Use your imagination’ or in Dutch ‘gebruik je verbeelding’Imagination is important for this story, so I would like to ask you to close your eyes just for a moment, and keep in mind the first thing that pops up when you think of ‘home’.(Could you share, in one word what popped up?) → The meaning of home is highly personal, context bounded and very subjective. For this reason, it is often overlooked in research. Because how can you do research on something that is different for every person?Illustration to the right shows a house, people, saying ‘no place like home’ (oost west thuis best, east west at home is best). Assumptions, reality is often more complex.For me, it is this subjectivity that is most interesting. Also, the idea of ‘home’ in society, f.e. In organizations, is very telling on what is important - and thus is a capsule, a sign of the way organizations (and society) think about ‘home’, what is needed to feel good, feel in place, to belong.
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How do residents of a nursing home
feel at home?

Methods Participant observation (being there),

Narrative interviewing, creative research 

methods

Goal Understand the meaning of place and 

space in home and belonging among residents

of a nursing home.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cultural anthropology�Feb 2010 - sep 2010�5 mnths fieldworkResidents, including people with dementiaWhat is important to the residents?�How do they experience the building and environment?�What strategies (meaning making) do people use?Difference in place and space → UITLEGGEN



● Buildings, Objects and 

embodied memory

● Liminality

● Nostalgia

● Home and belonging
Erik Klein Wolterink (2010): 

‘Terug Thuus’

Theory



The power of 
imagination

Link then with now,
be whole

● Attentiveness
● Reflexive nostalgia

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Physical spaces, objects offera portal to the past, places that do not exist anymore, people that have passed away.Our talkshelped residents feel more at home→ attentiveness→ reflexive nostalgia



Conclusion

Rather than physical context i.e. building, furniture etc.
home is the meaning making

Attention to context .

The whole story, from person to person.

Importance of attent iveness

Possibilities of imagination.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
. Outside of ‘nurse - patient’ relationship,



Demolition
of the 
building,
Move away

W hat does it mean for ‘home and belonging’ when older 
residents of a city are forced to move away?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Political problem: changing a demography of a cityVisibility -> forget about a significant age groupAlso: The right to live where you want!Discussion ‘forced moving’ versus specialized care > longer ‘at home’ https://www.rtvutrecht.nl/nieuws/1000985/bewoners-zorgcentrum-hart-van-lombok-naar-parkwijk.htmlhttp://www.ouderenombudsman.nl/themas/5/wonen/184/dossier-gedwongen-verhuizingenhttps://www.duic.nl/algemeen/voormalig-kloostercomplex-op-de-kanaalstraat-te-koop/



A story in its context
➔ 1900 Old monastery / Girls  school

➔ ‘50s old people home

(‘bejaardenhuis’)

➔ ‘80s nursing home

(‘verzorgingshuis’)

➔ 2000 specialized care unit

(‘verpleegafdeling’)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Big city, around the corner. Closed curtains of the nursing home unit, otherwise I would not have known people live there.During my research, rumors on having to move, possible new renovations.- Building embodied memory with the Dutch history of elderly care. Transistion from charitative, nuns, to old folks home (65+) to specialized care, fully professionalized (and medicalized).Continually adapted to residents and idea of ‘home’ and quality of care.“Keep aged in”, safety, �During my research I would get to greet residents at the street, in the corner shop and in the neighbourhood cafe. And for coffee in my home.



Physical 
Context

Building

Built on the view of 
future needs

Ideas and views on 
home and 
belonging

Emotional, 
social

Meaning making

Restaurative 
versus
Reflexive nostalgia 
(Svetlana Boym)



W hat’s next?
Social art project
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